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Religious education. To corr.e to a full understanding
of relig ious education, as used trerein, it has been necessacy to define each word separately. The essence of relig ion
is the awakening of man to self contemplation.

The first

impulse is the reverance of that which is real a nd abiding.
Then he reflects on his experie nee and attempts to discover
under whose power all t h ing s are.

This is the power which

can overco:rre him and gai n possession of his innermost self,
thus leading him to a position of humiliation.
"Total realization of relig ion follows when_, _in the
divine revelation received by experience, this spiritual
power abstracts itself from t he ti:rn:3 s and pla ces· of its
manifestation, and be comes the swn of life. 11 8
In religion man cinunune s with God.

As the individu a l

communes :ii th God there comes a recog nition of the omnipotent
of God.

Out of this recog nition of omnipotence comes an

obedience and full submission unto His will.

Thus a con-

sciousness of His presence is felt and. tre command of God is
accepted in every experience.

7 71ebster 's ·New I nternational Dictionary of the English Language ( Sprii€; field, I:L"a ssachusetts: G & C.
Merriam Company, 1911), p. 876.
8 W. Herr.Ill9.n, "Relig ion" The Schaff-Herzog Encycloof Relig ious Knowledge, 1911, IX, p. 456.
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CHAPTER II
THE F1JNC TION

o:w

THE MINISTER IN DETERMIJ:Jll'D T.tiE OB.JECTIVES OF
TJ{~

PRJ B I.1~M

I. TRADITI 011AL

The Christian education
s

ility of the church.

ram is a distinct respon-

It has been well recognized that the

state or government-supported schools are not fitted for the
teaching of religion.

The generally accepted approach has

been to delegate to the Sunday school the 1n.a.jor burden of
this educational work.

The Su.nday school has accepted the

challenge by taking the :rnaterials, sent out by the denomination or so:me other agency, giving them. to the teacher, and
callirg the work of curriculum selection finished.

Many of

the teachers have had as their only qualification, a vullingness to serve.

The traditional program also usually embraced

a promotion and a decision day which usually were not adequatd for in advance.

This as stated earlier in the

paper, has given only about seven teen hours per year of poorly
prepared and poorly-administered Christian education.
Therefore it has been necessary to
of

the work of

ram :nmch

rger, in or

chtrrch.

to

jectives
quately accomplish

It was not enough to serve, on an old

cracked platter, the same menus provided the last twenty

14
generations.

Something new and vital to the present day be-

came an immediate need.

However, care must be taken, in

bringing the educational program of a church up-to-date, to
not sacrifice the

tian emphasis but rather to deapen

it.
II.

Study of

~

Al>JALY'riCii.L APPROACH

12eople. In order to determine the proper

objectives in any church program, the minister must know the
people

ho are to come under this program.

V1

There are

various ways in vmich this can be accomplished, and no one
way will work alone since the information needed is so
varied.

The alert pastor will be able to adapt the survey to

the needs of his parish.
Ic&:uch information can

d throu,::;h plan:::1ed

pastoral visitations during the first few months on the field
By having definite objectives formulated, before he begins
this visitation program, he v:ill be able to direct the conversation into channels

ch will supply

tl1 the

needed infor.!:rJ.ation.
I:;;any tines conditions exist vvhere it is not advisable,
or possible , for the pastor to take time to make an everymember canvass of his charge.

Under these conditions, he

will do well to select and train a sufficiently large group

15
of vv-orke rs to make

canvass for h

inforrllrJ. tion

•

gat he red, unde·r any of these systems, v:ill bot be final, but
will be subject to revision, as the people become better
known to the minister.

The workers should go out by twos.

Tl1ey should be trained to meet the people, on
cal

'

a

iendly and

so r!'lB rna nne r •

they are
The ir ho s t s

should 1cnovv that they are there in the interest of the
entire program of the church.

Discussion should concern the

activities and possible constructive program. of the church.
From these conversations the trained v:orker will be able to
evaluate and bring to tr.B pastor much information as to the
bac~~round,

capacity for realization of needs, desires of

the people, in and out of the church activities and special
interests.
Certain types of surveys are best made throur..sh the
medium. of a questionnaire.
a success

wever, then these will not

ss the people are prepared for them.

questionnaire must be fully explained.
as the value of it must be shown.

The

The purpose as well

The method of circula-

tiru3 the questionnaire vlill depend upon the group or area
to be surveyed.
mailed out.

In a total
:pla. n

1 1
...........

it rJay

probably bring the least return.

A better method is to use trained workers to make the canvass.

some questionnaires may be used in the sunday school

16
and other agenc
results vJill be

s of the clmrch ..

tlrae s the best

d by completi

6

group is in session.

forms V!hile the

The survey should be so worded ·that

the question can be answered "yestt or "no" or by the placing
of a check. Through the questionnaire a great deal of time
can be saved, and the desired facts secured in the best
order for recording.
Another source of inforraation to
the social program. of the local church.

t~1e

alert minister is

During Sunday

school class parties, young peoples' socials, and church
nights, he has a wonderful opportunity to see and observe
those v.rith whom he has to cleal, at a time vvhen they are not
conscious of giving out infor:Glation.

.iu'1 illustration o!"'

this is a class party or church social at vvhich time a get
acquainted game can be played.
couples.
hobby.

Divide the group into

Each one is to give and explain their partners
Tell reading habits, or vvhat they lilte best to do.

As these are being given the minister can, unnoticed, secure
the information which will help him to understand his
congregation and :make him able to lead them.

Impromptu

speeches give clues as to education and the ability to speak
and think quickly.
Through the se methods of study the rain is te r wi 11 be
enabled to gather the facts ne edec1.
into three areas.

These can be grouped

The first of these is the information

1'7

which can only be gained by observation and conversation.
This includes the individual's background, both physically
and spiritually and his capacity for learning and adapting
to new situations.

The financial ability can be determined

through extended observation and information from established
credit agencies.

The social life and actiYities can be

largely determined

social contact, ho•Never, there is an

overlappinG in this area into that of the questionnaire, in
which membership in various orga..nJ.zations can be deterrained.
The questionnaire can be well used in determining the
education of the people as well as finding their special
interests.

I'he special interests can be divided under

1

recreation, hobbies, reading, spending of leisure time,
.

hd

music, Bible study, flo·wer decorations, pagentry,"jriembership
in

t

various service clubs can also be t

deterr,lined.

The third area which is to be covere,J is that gained
through the personal contact of either the minister or the
trained w01rkers.

'l'here is here again an overlapping in the

information gained by the first method but a definite amount
of information is needed which can only be gained through
the proper contact.
tecl

qualified

Here can be found those ,,;ho are interesfor

adersh

in the juvenile

activities and also the amount of cooperation they have
given in the past to the Boy Scouts, 4H Club work:, the Hi-Y,

18
Girl Scouts and related organizations.
As this inforiJJation is gathered i·t must be carefully
listed that it m.ay be ready for i:rn:raediate reference.
should

ne tm

r three separate headi

narne of the individual.

s.

This

st by the

Under this v:ill be listed the

detailed information concerning the individual as to his
background, family status, capacity for learnil:g, financial
ability, social life and activities, education, special
interests such as recreation enjoyed, hobbies, reading,
serYice clubs belonged to, and aid in
the young people

coJ21L~unity

life.

For

C~~pFire

children, the Boy Scouts,

Girls, 4H Club, the Hi-Y, and related activities.

This

should be :made as complete, yet as concise as possibl.e.
The second listings will be as to interest.

Here the

names of those interested in the various p£1ases
vities of the church life

gro

d together.

11 be given info

this

person's ability and past experience.

acti-

to this
The third

wi 11 be under the heading of potential service.

groupir.~g

Here the

ministers viill have listed those that show a desire for
service,
certain

w.~d

also those that he feels are capable and have
nts 'Nhich may be of

use

cl1 ur ch.

These will be so l:Lsted that if a Sunday school teacher for
a e;roup of junior boys is needed or an alto to fill a

1.9

vacancy in the choir, t he pastor or director of religious
edu cation vr.i.ll be able to turn t o that division and secure
the narrB s of those available.

The re should b e definite

cross references made on all these cards so that the entire
case history of any individual can easily be found.
The following forms give suggestion as to filing the
gathered informat ion.

}:i' irst by name of family and then

ind ividual.
..

---

.
·- - .. Name
Narre
....

-~

(FA:ruiLY CARD)

.. . . . ----

. - . -- -· ·· --- . - -- - ·Ad dress

- ------- ..- - ---Telephone

B irthPlace of ~ ap- l'iTar- ponI day I Birth ~ism riage vert

Occupatiion
Societies

&

·-

-

..

.

20

t.__ .____~ ___ ____ _-~ ~~_!.Y!~U~~ _C~D

_! _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.Age
Name
Address
Telephone
1 Fa Name
11
15 Education
2 Address
16 Degree
~ 1Io I\~aiden name
17 Vocational a i ms
+.:
4=· -:::
)1:fu
:-_e_,n;--o-=:B~o:....r
_,n
___,.-----~
1""'1,__,_,
'.'fu
~e~r~e"--~1~8~E~
xp erie n ce in
~5~~B~
a~
p~t~i_z~e~d~-~w~h~e~r_e____________~l~
9 ~I~n~t~
erw'e~:s~t~i~·n~------------t
Married-vvhere
12 By
20 Talents
2. Married to
13 De nom 21 Final ·placement
~~H
~o~1=
ne~~
C~
h~
u~
r c~h"-----l~~emb_a.~
~ ---c_a_r_e__a_n_Lu__r_e_m_a_r_K_
~s_.__________ ,
~ Participation
' 0 ReJUarks

t

---------------------------------------------------------This record would be a listing of names under the
special interest as, recreation, hobbies, o:f! youth v.ork.

RECREATION

~ ·· · · --- - - - --

B.ASEB.ALL
-- - - - -· .. - -- -- - - - - ------

____I~~~ S_T

- ---- -

Na:rre
1
2
3

lA

lP
6
7
8
9
l1h0

ll 1

·------

21

...

-USHH!R
. . ...
..._-- - -· ... - -·

1

"' -

Name

------

.... .

....

u

-

P OT EN-TIAL SERVICE
-· - - - .. - - ... . . .

--

~-

~ · --

- .... . ... --

2

·-

;)

'±

5
9

-

7

s
~0
ij, l

j- -- - -- l
This third

listin~

would be as to potential service

as: Ushers, Music-alto-soprano, instr umental
Interp reting i n sp iritua l

~

cultura l t erms. 't'ffien

the survey has been completed and the information listed
the groundV'ork has just been laid.

Then follo ws the real

task of interpreting a nd the putting of that vvhich has been
g athered i n t o sp iritua l an d cultural terms.

Definite

spiritual advance must be the true g oal of all such surveys
and to this end the church must labor.
1. First there will be the member of the church.
The Ch urch must provide for their spiritual development.
They mu st be taug ht true Chr istian living .
2. The children of the community, many wh~e parents
d:p not attend, must be cared far.

From this group will come

22
the future church.

They must be given basic Christian teach-

ing.
3. It seems that one of the hardest groups to reach
and hold is the young married people.
class is provided for tr.L6 m.

Often no definite

They are no longer a part of the

regular young people, and feel out of place with tt.L6 older
married group.

An adjustment in life is being made and this

must be true also in treir church life.

Provision should be

made in tr...e cht:t.rch program for this group.
4. There are the friends or relatives of those who are
attending, who may be attracted to the church by an attractive
program of music, spiritual fellowship or the preaching.

The

services should be made attractive to this group that they

~ay

be drawn into its center.
5. In e'very corm:mnity there are .ma11y
sted.

o are disintere-

This group should be studied to determine the various

appeals which will reach each.
field of the church.

This is the great harvest

It must not fail to draw them.

6. Groups vvith special needs, i.mmigrant members,
foreign

tion

special consideration.

slum territories.

These require

They stand in great need of the church

for social as well as spiritual adjustment.
7. vmen educational institutions are located near-by
the church vdll need to provide an ''at horll3" feeling along
with an attractive youth program of inspiration and counse-

23

ing.
8. Uo set program as to groups can be set.
church v.d.ll determine its own field and needs.

Each

An urban

church will find certain prevailing conditions, v;hile a
country church

11 offer other challenges.

A church in an

industrial area must adopt its program to the needs of the
people there.
9. The existing church and community institutions
will be revealed, av..d the possibilities for adjusting the
program to these must be U.."ldertaken to allovJ for an adequate program.

Some of these may becorne related to the

church· and form a part of the total "Nork,
the Scouts, theY
10.

out of

These would be

.C •.A., andthe Y•• C.A..

tre

survey the c11urch vlill need to dis-

cover its own resources and seek to develop and

cl~nnel

these

tbat the needed program for its community might be carried
out.
The pastor, as head of the church, will have a vi tal
interest in

vv'Ork and development of the survey and it

will mean much to. his preaching and teaching ministry to be
familiar vvith the results of such a survey.
Gi'OUJ2i:qs

~ ~

need £.! interest.

The wise minister

will, if possible, and the size of the church warrants it,
group the people as to needs alai!. interests.
done in his thinking if not in his file.

This viill be

There will be

24

those who especially need or de sire a Bible study.

There will

be others 1Nho are potential or real spiritual leaders.

They

need to

2-n.ade

guided

of their talents.

d that the very lJe st nJ.ay

The pastor dare not fail in the meeting of

these objectives in Christian education.
The other phase of the church work, lcnown as the
social part, must not be neglected as the minister determines
the

ch program.

From his files he will be able to deter-

mine the emphasis needed in this area.

There will be those

whose place it is to participate in the lay v10rk of the

churcht such as secretatie s, choir member,
youth

aders, officers of auxil

rso

wo

rs,

ry bodies, trustees, and tbe

many other positions that must be li'.aintained to operate
e ffi cien tly.
Needs of a social study and service will be revealed.
Those interested and
life can,

c~ualified

in this phase of the church

proper guidance, be trained to render a valuable

service to the corm:uunity .through the church.

Thus a great

group of neglected people can be reached for the Lord.
The part of the program which needs the most careful
attention is that of the youth.
chur ch are the
here are of

s.

The young people of the
Therefore the objectives

greatest i:ru.portance.

These will be determin-

ed on the basic of the revealed needs an.d opportunities, with

25

the definite purpose of buildi
will

le to le

Christian character

the church of

ich

rrow.

of studz ..2..!: group acti vi ties into s;eiritual advancement. The real objective of the religious education program will be lost unless the minister is

le to

direct all the study and group activities into spiritual
adVa.tJ.ce:ment.

There are six fields of spiritual advancement

that must be kept before one in setting up the curriculum,
namely, evengelism, r.'orship, Christian nurture or e
missions, stewardship and fel
cons

:r_p.

red is evan,:;elism, for in

The first to

s field is the basic

work to which all others lend their support.

The evangeli-

zation of the church is the minister's concern.
be begun in the early years of
ideals are

•

y

cation,

child

l1

This must

his habits and

of tl1e love of the

e

Good Shepherd and of their need of him as a Savior.

They

sijould be led to a natural or logical acceptance of him.
this is not done a more

de c.i61ir1]

pronounce~l re

emphasis of the claim.s of Christ

If

11

sul tinz from aclded
necessary for the

savir.g of the life of the child.
Every teacher should be trained in the art of soul
winning.

Throw3h proper grouping and instruction the

minister can channel the thoughts and activities of the
teachers and leaders in the church so that their supreme
desire will be to win those under their care to Christ •

If
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the minister has so instilled the zeal of evangelism in their
lives, they will sound the evangelistic note in the devotional services of the departrents or groups.

They will

insist on evangelistic emphasis in materials.

They will seek

to bring definite decision, public confession, and training
for church :membe rsl1ip and entrance into the church. 1
The second is in the act of worship which is the most
characteristic factor of tbe chtU' ch.

nThe worship of God n,

the capacity for this was created in man.

Man must be

guided in this act and the forms and expressions learned.
The teaching program must assu..111e, as a .rnajor responsibility 1
the teaching of the young and old in t.be meaning and forms
of worship.

Here the minister again leads in

strttction

and in the actual teaching; of the church in v\orship.

Here

we see that the Ch.ri stian education involves practice in the
act

instruction in the meaning of that act as inextri2
cably interwoven. The program of worship is not complete

unless it is carried into the home and private life of the
individual.

The minister has &aple opportunity to give

instruction and guidance in this area.

1 W. c. Chalrriers, The Church and the Church School
(Philadelphia: Judson-rress, 192~pp:-52-54

2 Vieth, The Church anc'l. Christian Education, pp. 92-3
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Christian nurture is the third point of spiritual
advancement.

The minister, through his direction of worship

and preaching, is guiding Christian development.
student of the Scripture.
interpret

ese

has

He is a

en trained to rightly

truths thereof.

Through all

group functions, the minister must see to it that proper
nurture is given.

The education of the individual in the

Christian way of life, is of utmost importance.

Just as

secular education has functioned and shaped the lives of :men
so the church's highest function, as a free specialized
institution, is

interpretation of religion

the

making of Christian ideals effecti"le in every area of personal and social life.

There is tremendous power in educa-

tion to create attitudes which wi 11 not only effect the present generation but many to come.

The power of education to

hold types of belief is shown by the history of China.
3
povver to create new types is shown by modern Germany.

The
The

reco:3nized strength of education is illustrated by a Hindu
who in refle ctiP.g on this method, said: '*we were not afraid
of you as long as you chopped off the branches, but when you
began with the children, then you laid the ax to the root of
the treen~

re there is no vision the people perish''. 5
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This Bible text is often used in the giving of a missionary
rre ssage.

The wide-awal\!9 minister cannot afford to leave the

cause of rnis sions, both hoii'le and
By his own interest and zeal

can inspire

reign, out of his program.
missionary enterprises he

direct a program that will lead to a full

understanding of tbe need and value of serving to save
others, 6
F. A • .Agar says, nlf the world is to be won to the

Kingdom of Jesus Gllrist, more time, energy, talent, and
personality as well as money are required
those who
7
love him a11il. desire to serve him". Stewardship must be
stressed.

Men must be educated to be good stewards in the

full meaning of the word.

The minister, if the church is to

survive, must keep this truth before tbe people.

'rhis can

be done in part through the sermon, but tne re must also be

an active education by

pamphlets, classes in Bible

study, case studies, and the use of illustrative materials.
A successful congregation has a life of fellowship.

Teaching moves on a basis of friendship.

4

Benson,

~ Sunday

School

~

A Sunday school

Action. p. 27

5 Bible.
lish. 1611. Authorized., The Holy Bible
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1917/,Proverbs 29:18
6 Cha~ners, ~

7 Ibid. ' p • 152

£11.

p. 129
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'teacher of junior boys found that when-ever she came to visit
one of her pupils, he always made an exit out the back/J.oor as
she entered the front.
chickens.

Knov,'

She learned that he was interested in

this she secure cl sor.':e poultry

and reacl up on poultry raising.
met him at the back door.

azines

The next time she called she

Raving cornered him she began to

inquire about his chickens and asl\:ed to see them.
found that she knevv somethil¥5 about his

n he

interest his

reserve broke , and she

und a way open to talk to the boy

and lead him to Christ.

As this illustration show many can

be reached only by means of fellowship.
as so cia tion with his kind.

Man requires

There fore, a planned program of

fellowship is essential.
vd th competent laymen in the

ss

blessed

urch, it falls to him to

direct at least the sp iri tua 1 emphasis of the fellowship
program.

He must see that it is not a mere social progrma,

but one that has a vi tal spiritual mean
more than just getting to
fellowship in serving.

s must be

•

r for an e veniP..rS •

It must be

:Many have found satisfaction in

supporting a missionary or smaller church.
great fellowship in visiting.

There is also a

The visitation program UJ."lder

the direction of the minister vvi 11 mean much.

Newcor:1ers,

the sick, the aged, the shut-ins, and 'Ghe lonely, should
receive special attention.

A social friendly church will be
freed from quarrels tba t hinder. 8

III

TBE FUNCTION OF rJ:Hm !viTNISTJi:R IN PLA.:tn'TING 'I'HE CURRICULU1v1

Before the minister's place can be evaluated in
determining the curriculum it must be understood fully conce

content of t be curri culurn.

it has undergor...e great changes.

1

Dur i!.4:?; recent years

When Christian education

was considered a mere process of instruction, the curriculum
consisted of a body of materials mainly taken from
which the pupil was expected to learn.
is much more than this.

2

Today the curriculum

It is also much more than the setting

up of a prescribed course of study.

It deals with the

learning individual in all phases of lite.
to

Bible,

It is not confined

half-hour course of study on Sunday morning.

It must

deal with all the instructions given through the church and
its affiliated organizations.

The term nchurch school 1' con-

notes a broader conception of the program then the older
term of "Bible SchooP'. 3 The successful currirulum maker of
today is more concerned

V\d th

the life of the individual, than

with the accumulation of a fixed store of knowledge.

4

By this

1

iJlcKibben, Lillproving Religious Education !h.Eough Supervision. P• 57
2 Munro, Christian Education 1£ ~Church. p. 90.
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we do not mean to minimize the acquiring of a store of know-

ledge, but we do not dare stop with the acquisition of knowledge.
In the ]/riddle

s, under John Loclre, the emphasis

was upon authority ancl unquestioned obedience.

Here the

value of education was not in the value of v.fu.at was learned
but in the process of learning.
distasteful

It follows that the more

and difficult a subject the greater its value.

This theory still lingers, though discarded by modern psychology, in education practice. 5
The transmission theory, for which Herbert was chiefly
responsible is still used largely as a basis for making and
administering the curricula in both secular and religious
schools.

It concerns the curriculum as a set of text books

which hold a large storage of knowledge gathered from past
experience.

This knowledge is to be transnlitted to the

pupil, who is regarded to be largely a passive agent.

6

:r.~ore

modern psychology has received the learner as the active,
appropriating agent.

It has been proven that the memorizing

4 A. K. de Blois, and D. R. Gorham, Christian Rel~1ious
Education Principles ~Practice. (New Yorkj Fleming H.
Revell Company, 1939) pp. 245-246
5 Bower, Relisious Education ~~Modern Church, p. 60
6 Chalmers, ~Church~~ Church School, p. 70
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of a formula or piece of information does not equip one to
meet the changi.n.e; conditions of life.
spirit, responsible and pioneering.

Life for')'lf.f creative
Knowledge is only valu-

able as it can be transferred into terms of life. 7
A still newer method introduced and fostered by'a
school of progressive education of which John Dewey is lii!.Jeader.

This course calls for the worlring out of projects

and the vitalizing of the materials of education, and for
self-expression of oner own problems and experience.

This

theory would throw knowledge down from its semifinal
logical form as accumulated experience into its genetic form
so: that the child can come upon it as l1e does in the normal
learni:ng process.

It stands for education in a continous

recondition of experience in a continuous process of personal
growth.
t

.

~on

This is having great effect upon th3 modern educa-

program.

8

. al
The Intern.a t~on

it s all.t."l ua 1 me e ti

·1
Counc~

l!f R
~
.~.

. .
'"'d
..
e 1 J.g~ous
.!.!.. ucatJ.on
at

in February, 1944, authorized an inquiry

into the present status of Christian education and made
9
provision for a committee to undertake it.
Paul H. Vieth

7 ChaJ.n:a rs, loc

.£!i. ,

8 Bower, ~ ~' 63
9 Vieth, Church and Christian Education, p. 7
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was made chairman of the conm1ittee.

Their findi:Q3;s while

given from a liberal viev1point have much of value in them.

-

s book on The Church and Christian Eduaation, which was a

-

result of tre committee's work will be quoted from quite
freely because it is one of the few late books on this subject..

'~:,There

the writer does not agree with his views, added

explanation will be given.
I.

PRINCIP~

.Ql.

~

CHURCH CURRICUL1Thi

In the section on a theory of the curriculum the
question is aslre d as to v.ha t shall be the organiz ir.g principle
of the curriculum. 10

In this there is no unani:mi ty of opinion.

As yet there have be en no standards of religious or secular
education reached which any educator would say were final.
The educators are again in a ttBabert period, as t.l.Js religious

educat~ found themselves in the middle nineteenth century.
The conflict involves both material andt:llllethod •

11

To receive a v1ell balanced view of the principle of the
curriculum

aJ~ew

drawn from these

authors have been quoted and conclusions
sitions.

George H. Betts gives the follovd ng:

1. The religious curriculum must have definable, attainable, proved and :measurable goals.

lO Vieth, £E_ cit., p. 144
11 Fiske, PIU'pose in Teachil:.g Helif,sion, P• 141
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2. The goals of the religious curriculum must be
personal, child-centered ..
3. To be child-centered the religious curriculum must
meet the threefold spiritual need of the individual: ( 1)
for intelligence based on knowledge, {2} for loyalties
to personal ideals, and institution, (3) for skill in
expressing religious values in personal conduct and
social relationships.
4. The goals of the religious curriculum must be social
cenetered in a Christianized democracy.
5. The subject matter of the curriculum must be suitable to the accomplishments of its aims.
6 .. The subject matter of the curriculum must be suited to the religious needs, capacities and li:aitations of
the individual.
7. The subject IlE. tter of tm curriculum must minister
to the religious needs, of present-day social experience.
8. The subject matter of the curriculum must adequately
represent the various sources of religious experience and
its many fonas of expression.
9. The literary form and quality of the religious
curriculum must accord with the high sources of its
materials and the supreme interests involved.
10.
mechanical
and execution the religious
curriculUJll must represent the best of the book-makers
art applied to educational materials.
11. In its educational organ.ization the curriculum must
be governed by the privileges of genetic psychology applied
to religion.
12. In its nedagogical provision the religious curriculum must use.the best proved educational science as
applied to rel igion.l2

w.

E. Chalmers gives the following principles:

12 Betts,
PP• 316 f .f.

The ~ Program of Religious Education,
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1 .. The curriculum should be pupil-centered.
2. The curri culmn. should seelc to develop :personality
in its fulne ss ..

3. The curriculum should be unified.
A

'±o

The curriculum should be Biblical.

5. The curriculum should be comprehensive.
6. The curriculum should be evangelistic.
7. The curricuilium should build the church of tomorrow.

8. The curriculum should be missionary.
9. 1J.lhe curriculum should be social.
lO.ri'he curriculum should be fle xib le • 13
Austin K. de Blois and Donald R.. Gorham give the
following principles:
1. Real religious education is vital.
2. Real religious education, in its religious aspects
and opportunities, regards the conventional and practical.
3. In every worthy scheme of religious education the
needs of the pupils should be considered.
4. Real religious education is experience centered.
5. Real religious education is creative experience.
6. Heal religious education is dynamic.
. .
.
. cent eres. 14
7. Rea1 re 1 J.gJ.ous
e duca t•J.on J.S
0('jhr.J.st.

13 Chalrrers, .9.:Q.• cit .. , 78- 79.
14 de Blois, and Gorham, ££•

~·

r
pp. 249-ff.
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James D. March, includes tbe following in an ideal
system:
1. It should be Christ-centered.

2. The whole Bible should be its chief textbook.
3. There should be sufficient extra-Biblical instruetion to properly equip and relate the pupil to Christian
li vir.g in e. modern world.
4. The Christian content of tl1e Bible should be the
norm by v,nich all other materials should be measured.
5. :r,:raterials should be selected logivally and to
meet the needs and capacities of tbe growing pupil in
definite age groups.
6. It should involve expressional activities as well
as inexpressional instruction. These activities should
prepare the pupil to L'leet every oxiliten~ of li1''e.
t)Jt.C..f e

1f

c

7

7. Expressional activities should be in line with the
teaching ani will of Christ as revealed in God's word,
and should be properly supervised and controlled.l5
J ..

s.

Armentrout in Administeri-8.§

~

Vacation Church

School, gives the following as elements or principles of the
curriculum.
1. The situation in \'Vh ich the teacher finds himself.

2. :Past personal experience.
3. Historical subj'e ct na tter.
4. A prophetic element.
5 • The des ired results or G o als •

15 James D. Murch, Christian Education and the Local
Church. (Cincinati, Ohio: The 'standard Publishing Company,
1943), p. 169.

3?
6. The curriculum must be a unit.

?. The curriculum must be balanced.
8. The curriculum must be progressive.

9. TJ:-J.e curriculum should be pupil-cente

.

10. The curriculum should be prepared from. the modern
educational vievvpoint.

11. It must rnal{e provision for the social life of the
school as a part of t be learning pro cess.
12. There must be du.e allowance for local initiative
for adjustment.l6

Vfilliam
underlie

c.

Bower gives, as principles that should

course of study, the f'ollovving:

1. The materials should be selected and arranged with
reference to definitely formula ted aims.

2. Getting response to situations.
3. Grading religious experience._
4. These situations and the activities they envoke

should be shared.
5. The use of Biblical materiel.

6. I!:xtra-Biblical material.
7. Personal decision f'or Christ.

8. Vocational guidance •

17

16 J. s. Armentrout, Administering ~ Vacation Church
School, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1928) pp.
-;;f
l tt"'
-v}
1 •

17 Bower, The Educational ~
pp. 63. ff.

£! ~

Local Church
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John Elbert Stout gives as the principles of program making:
1. A program of religious education should be planned
which will provide opportunity for universal religious
ins true tion.

2. The program must be determined by definite religious and educational standards.
3. It should be of such intent and character that it

will parallel and supplement public education at every
point.

4. The program must be so 1norke d out, and so administered as to maJw religious instruction an integral part
of all education.
5. Suffieient ·t.;ime must be nrovided in the program
and this time properly utilized to secure the necessary
emphasis upon eacl1 of tbe aims of instruction and
activities.
6. The pr ram must provide proper gradation of work
with respect to the developmental periods of childhood
and youth.
7. It must include adequate facilities for the trainir:g of teacher and administration in the field of
religious e due ation.

8. Administration of the program must be provided in
harmony with its extent and purposes.l8
A study of these principles has shown that they form
two quite clearly defined groups.

The first is the organiz-

ing principles which acquaint the learner with and adjusts
him to the past heritage and content of the Christian faith.
This may emphasize the 7najor doctrine of the

Christi~fai th.

1 8 Stout, Organization~ Administration
Education, pp. 61 ff.

2£

Reli~ious
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as

rede~tion

throl..l!.Sh Christ.

The other group finds in it

the present-life experience of the learner, as an individual
within a group, and seeks to make the necessary adjustments
as to horJe, church, ancl. community life.
It has been readily seen that neither one of these
should be taken exclusively of the other 9

If the Bible-

centered is taken exclusive of the learner's life activities
fruitless intellectualism will be likely to result.

If the

second is used in which pupil a.id experience are stressed,
then

is no contact and lasting value.

The value of

thelheritage of the past is lost and the present left barren.
In these principles have been recognized both the conservative and. the liberal viev,ls.

1'here is also a possibility of

interpretation as to their meaning.
will be effected by the objectives

This interpretation
~vhich

are held in the

educational program of the local church.

To demonstrate

this the views of three authors, all liberal, will be given.
First, W.

s.

Bower:

1. The function of Religious Education is to make
the person conscious of
in this whole adj ustrLSnt
process out of which his experience emerges, and to
condition his experience in the light of that relationship.

2. Raising the learner's experience into consciousness • • • get him to evaluate, consider and analyse • • •
Getti~s the learner's experience interpreted in terms
of Christian ideals and purposes • . • transfer this into
actual conduct.l9
19 Bower, Religious Education

113 ff.

1£

the :Modern Church, p.
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After careful study and much co nsulta ti on the Internationa~

Council of

igious Education adapted a statement

of "comprehensive Objectives't and published them in 1932.
1. Christian Religious education seeks to foster in
growing persons a consciousness of God as a reality in
human experience, and a sense
personal relationship
to him.
2. Christian
ligious education see
to develop in
grow
persons such an understanding ana. appreciation
of the personality, life, and teachinr..:S of Jesus as vvill
lead to experience of him as Savior and Lord, loyalty
to him and his cause, and rn.anifest itself in daily life
and conduct.
3. Christian rel ious education seeks to foster in
growing persons a progressive and continuous development
of Christlike character.
4. Christian religious education seeks to develop in
growing persons the ability and disposition to participate in and contribute constructively to the building of
a social order throughout the 'llorld, embo(lying; the ideal
of t
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of rnan.
5. Christian rel ious education seeks to develop in
growing persons the
ility and disposition to parti cipate in the organized body of Christians - -,the church.
6. Christian religious education seeks to lead growpersons into a Christian interpretation of life and
the sciences, the ability to see in it God's purpose ahd
plan, a life philosophy built on this interpretation.
? • Christian religious experience seeks to effect in
growing persons the assimulation of the best religious
exueriences of the race. Pre-eminently that recorded in
the Bible as effective guidance to present experience.

8. Christian religious education seeks to clevelop
forms, ideals, and practices in the essential structure
of group life which increasingly embody the ideals of
the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of rn..cm as
taught and exemplified by J"esus.
9. Christian education seeks to develop in each
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member of the family the ability and disposition to
participate in an contribute constructively to
life
of this prlmary social group .itO
'l'he third author is

II. Yieth v1ho gives tl1e pur-

pose of the curriculum of Christian Education as that to
confront individuals with tl:e eternal gospel and to nurture
within them a life of faith, hope, and love in keep
the gospel.
chang

'rhe organiz

needs

with

principle is to be found in the

experiences of the individual as they

relate him to God, as revealed in Christ; his fellow men,
his work, the church; the continuous pro cess of history,
.
. all ~'t s won d er ano_~ co:mp 1 ex~•t y. 21
an d the un~verse
~n
The first two of these have given only the personventered view with very little reference to Biblical or
Christ center.

The third has given place for botJ1.

How-

ever the meaning of his HChri stian Rela tionsn and "Christian Gospel tt are not in accord vd th tl1e infallibility of
God's Word.

Neither have they portrayed any recognition

of the need of the salvation of the soul.
To meet the need of :man both spiritually, mentally,
and socially the six objectives as presented in chapter twe
of this paper nan:e ly, ( 1)

}~Vangel

, ( 2) Worship, {3)

20 L. J. Sherrill
J
• Purcell, Adult Education
in the Church., (Richmond, Virginia: Presbyterian Co:rp.mittee of Publication, 1936), pp. 110-111

21 Vieth, ~£it, pp. 145-146.
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Education or Christian nurture, (4)
ship,

sions, (5) Steward-

(6) Fellowship, must be kept in view as the prin-

ciple s are determined.
The following are the principles which the writer
feels are essential to a good curriculum:
1. The goals must be definite, workable and proved.
Cur riculuru must
pupil-centered.
2. It must be vital, concrete a."ld practical, a living
interest.
3. It must be forrp.ulated in the light of needs and
background of the pupil.

4. It is experience-centere4, giving guidance to the
pupil, promoting independent decisions that are based
on gained knowledge.
5. The subject matter must be Biblical •. The Bible is
the chief tez:t. It must minister to t.be individual
needs.
6. The extra-Biblical material must be judged in the
light of Bible truths.
7. Study materials should be selected to meet the
needs of the pupils.
8. It must be evangelistic.
9. It ought to inspire missionary vision.
Tt
10 • _

~, . '
s h ou~
oe

. 1Jt1,.,a~ms
•
.
ana' prac t ~ces.

soc~a

11. It :may properly be regarded as a valid part of the
total educational process.
12. Efficient administration Should provide for tir~
to adequately present.the materials and realize the
desired results.
13. Adeqoote class-room facilities must be provided.
14. Above all it must be Christ-centered and Christ-
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3. B

le study, the he art of tbe curriculum.

4. Special study courses, organized around special
areas of life and problems.
5. There is

VJO

rship.

6. There is service.
? • There is giving, or self as well as money.

8. Participation in t

causes of tr.e church.

9. Activities of social fellowship.
10. Social action, Q.ealing vdth problems of war, race
and unjust treatrrent .2.a
Frank M. McKibbem, in his book Improving Religious
Education Through Supervision, has reduced these to filfe.
These are clearer ancl of more value in view of the minister's
responsibility.
1. Worship, aids in develop&ng a sense of personal
fellowship with God. It helps to center him on the ideals
of the Christian life.
2. Service, personal service and giving are essential
in the curriculu,.
3. Study, Those elements of stu~r which will lead an
individual to a commitment to Christ. Out of which will
cone an understanding of the Bible, its teachings, the
Christian religion, principles of moral and religious
living.
4. Social and recreational life.. They present opportunities for learning in self-control, fair play cultivating friendship. Not a mere means of entertaining.

23 Sherri 11, and Purcell, .2l2. cit., pp. 116 ff.
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?•.Personal experience in religion and the church.
RelJ..gJ.?u,s ~ducation should lead each pupil to a personal faJ.tn J.n God, an acceptance of Jesus Christ and His
we:y of life, and rr:embershJ.p in the chu.rch .24
'
These

bot~

are fine as far as they go but they do not

clearly taJ:re into consideration definite "new birthvt nor
"eternal salvation" through the resurrection.

These are

essentials in any true Christian church curriculmn.
overlapping of the

An

nerally recognized duty of the minister

is seen in these to such an extent that there is no way in
which the ministers responsibility in the establishing of
the curriculum can be denied.
III.
There are today many aids and resources available for
use in the curriculum.
gious

The International Council of Reli-

Education, while liberal, has much that can be used

as to method and technique.

This material is very good as

a guide in helping to cletermine the desired curriculUJn.
needs a strong spiritual character to evaluate
what is safe.

It

choose

The minister through his seminary tra1niru;_;

is best equipped to do this work.
Nearly all denominations issue a set curriculum which
fus supposed to cover the entire needs of the church.
t/:ethodist church is a sample of this.

24 McKibben,

.2J2. cit., p. 60.

'11he

•roo often under this
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condition its content and value is taken for granted and
passed on to the people.

In conversation with tre pastor

of the Centenary-Wilbur

thodist Church of Portland, Oregon

this was the reaction received.

There was no q_uestion given

to it in any way) it was accepted on face value.
es are not satisfied v\1 th the
of Education.

curriculw~

"!.-;;J
::.""
church-

set up by the Board

The reasons here are not all the same. A few

of these are: (a) does not neet the spiritual needs, (b) is
not complete enough in its scope, and (c) is not produced in
usuable form for all grades.

Then they turn to "extra-deno-

minational 11 materials put out by publishing houses, either
w:i. th other denominational connections or independent estab25

lishments.

This is borne out in the survey rra de.

Today ·there has been an ever increasing amount of
vusial education material :rra de available,

VVilliam L. Rogers

and Paul H. Vieth have written a book entitled
in

Visual~

2

Church, which sets forth what is available and its
26
value and use.
Visual education has been accepted by the
public schools and tl"Je wise pastor will adapt it as far as
is possible.

One minister has raised the question how are

25 see append.~x.
26 Rogers, and Paul H. Vieth, Visual aids in the
Church, (Philadelphia: The Christian Education-Press,
1946)
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we to adapt television to use in the church?

There are

still many areas here for the alert minister to explore.
As stated above, the Bible is to furnish the main
resource of educational

rr1a terial

.

In it are also given the

basic rrethods of tfaching, which are still up-to-date.
TheBe can be seen by study of Christ t s and Paul's teac..'h ing.
There is also the extra-Biblical material which has proven
to be of great value.

Hymns of the church, rn.issionary

enterprise, stewardship, Church history,
comparative rel

ion

27

have gone to

citizen~hip,

and

up added valuable

cgrarn., of the church.

material in the educational

IV. BUILDI!ITJ- TrlE PROJ.RA1VI
The minister must not only know the basis and content of the educational program but he must have an active
part in the organizational v.ork.

If the church is to be

fully organized he will not be able to escape its educational effects.

Therefore, as the "chief executive" he

must either take tr..e lead in organization of the church
progra• or be a close advisor.
is the minister's first duty.

27

Murch,

~

£i!., PP•

28

The education of the church
The C.hristian education

7-158.

28 ~ The School in the J~:odern Church., (New
York: George H. Duran Company-;-1919),
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program is now viewed as more than
29
is as broad as the church.

e Sunday school.

It

It wi 11 often be found to great advantage to enlist
the entire congregation in the building of -the prograrn.
This can be done by recei vi:ng suggestions from each departn:ent for its task and from each memper in the depart.n::ent in
help

to evaluate the department's place in the total pro-

gt:am.

Such a procedure is democratic and

ill be a program

out of the life of the people on 'Jihom it is to be imposed.
New leadership will be

il

rev~led

•• It will be in itself a means

of education.

In this procedure the minister V!ill be the
30
guiding genius throughout the entire process.
There have been two patterns of organization in the
church.
mich the

The first14tas that of unrelated organization in
various~agencie

s the Sunday school, youth fellow-

ship, and women's and men's orga.t'1.izations carried on
own programs largely separate from the others.

ir

This did not

build for a feeling of wJ.ity and oneness in the church.
other organizational pattern was that of education.

The

Under

this pattern the separate groups carried on :ouch the sam.e as
be fore b.ut there was an elimination of much overlapping: and

2 9 Munro, 2.l2. -cit., p. 112.

30 McRae, Messa{£e ~ Prograp:!
gion., pp. 98 ff.

.2.f. ~

Christian Reli-
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wasted energy.

There v1as also a correlation of materials

used so that there might be no vacant areas.
us to the lfJOrk of buildir:g the

curricul~.

This brings
There have been

v.n ich

various phases of the curriculum building
the minister when he cones on a new field.

have faced

The church pro-

grams may have been well organized a."ld operating smoothly.
In this case his place was to acquaint himself with the
program and take his position on the other hand he may
have found that there was much overlapping of activities,
thus a waste

energy and talent.

duty to study the needs and faults,
give directions.

In this case it was his
ma..~e

suggestions, and

Viforki:qg gradually the minister could

. t roa.uce
,
. 1 um ma t erJ.a
. 1 s.
J.n
new curr J.cu

31

Th.J. s has 'oe en taken

up more fully in the first part of' the next chapter.

Still

another situation may be an entirely unorganized church program of religious education and he has found it necessary to
start buildir:g from tl1e ground up.
Jiiatters of organization and supervision are also very
directly connected with the shape and character of the curriculu.m.

The life of the curriculum largely depends on the

educational motives, ideals and values.

Thus the whole con-

tent and form of the curriculum associated with the major

31 A.

Blackwood, Pastoral Leadership: (Nevi York:
Abingdon Press, 1949), p. 175.
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.. fttv.st lead to a practice of Christian principles
in fellowship with all people and this on a world basis.
5. It will give a lmowledge of the Christian way of
fruitful living, a personal cow"'llittment to its ideals.
It
11 lead to a practice of Chri stiai}_ living.
would Jesus do
out this in my place?nl
7. It
11 le
the chu.r ch •

to a union

th and the support of

8. It vdll be flexible enough to allow adjusting to
special needs and interest in the class.
9 .. It will give a knowledge of Christian experience
related in the Bible.

10. It wi 11 allow for teacher co ntri but ion, for
special project studies, and adaptation as the teacher
may feel needed.34

These have been recognized as each having its place
of value in determining the curriculum, but the ms ssage of
soul salvation has been left out except by way of implication.

The curriculum should definitely lead the pupil to

an acceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.

This

beire wrought through faith in His atonement made on Calvary.

'flithout this the others cannot be fully realized.
The matter of organization will be a large determin-

ing factor in the final value of the curriculQm.
fi~Ve

There are

types of organization which are found in use in

various churches.

They are as follows;

34 Earle E.
,
R. Stenick, :Principle~:t of
ligious Education, (New York:
cmillan Company-;--1926)
pp .. 142. ff.
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1. Loose organization.

This type is carried on in

many prayer meetir.g s, vvi th little preparation as to
organization.

This is also true of many other groups.

2. Chronological organization.
on the time element.

'rhe emp}lasis is put

life is studied from birth

throughout all stages of life.

From the cradle to the

grave.
3. Logical organization.

In this it is built

around themes that logically hang together.,
4.

dern pedagogial organj_zation.

The condition

and place of the learner is taken as the starting point.
He is permitted to advance as fast as

masters the

material.
5. Combination organization.

This type is the one

of greatest value be cause no one of the others covers
the needed area of learning.
psychology are used.
of the

Proper subject matter and

re will always

ave types used.

place of the learner vvill

be ever remembered.35
The curriculum adapted both as to material and method
will vary according to the stages of mental development and
the rel

ious growth of

tre pupil.

These can best be deter-

35 J. • Price, Introduction to Rel &"ious Education,
(New York: The :fv!acMillan Companyl932 , pp. 137-138.
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mined by a survey of the church area as a whole,

the use

of questionaires has been set forth in chapter two.

A

really scientific curriculum must take into consideration
all the factors of the problems presented in the local situation, and refuse to over emphasize any one factor to the
expense of the others.
Some factors are often neglected.
tine.

(i) The matter of

half hour per vveek is often considered the time

for the average individuals religious education. (2)Limited
amount of literature that is sent out by a publishing house
for the sunday school lesson, neglecting the everyday phase
of life.

The sunday school should be co·.:.;ordinated with the

entire program of rel

ious education of the child.

basis of the curriculum should be the Bible.

The

This can be

supplemented in the older groups with extra-Biblical material as has been shown earlier in this

cl~pter.

The follow-

ing subdivision in the curriculum vd.ll shovv how this is
carried out. (a} special short courses, for primary
eight ywars of age.

to

(b) The rest of the Sunday school use-

ing Scripture selections of a broad nature, choice spiritual
36
masterpieces. (c) Added Biblical study,
Hebrew history

36 F • • Peloube~~Principles Underlying the Sunday
School Curriculu.m", (The Proceedi~s of theThird .Annual
ConventTon of the Rel~ous Educat~on-xssociation, 1905),
PP• 190, ff.
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and law, Hebrew praise and prophesy, Old testament biographies, the
jects.

innings of church history, and related sub-

se make for a well-rounded Biblical teaching.
The curricultrnl should be built to cover the entire

church and on a five to ten year basis.

In this way each

pupil will receive material presented in simple form in
the kindergarten and primary classes and then enlarged upon
as he or she progresses through the school.

Thus through

repetition the pupil is sure to get the message.

If this

is accompanied by the minister cotsrdinating his messages
with the entire education program real results can be realized.

The need of reviews

special supplementary·

lessons must not be overlool<::ed.
the use of the catechism begun at least in
the junior

a~e

the minister mcl<es sure that every child has

a clear understanding of tbe major doctrines of the church.
This requires special preparation
the part of

nister.

conscientious

v~orl<>:

on

1\. careful indoctrination begun

at an early age and carried through the church nr ogram insures the members false teachings as they come in the form
of here.sie s and religious sects.
catechism

11 prepare

Every member enteri

The strong use of the

for the

rship class.

church s..11 ould have the provilege

of the minister's n:embership class, that tbey might be
informed as to the duties and privileges of church member-
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ship.

The curriculma Should also include a condensed

summary o f the Bible history and Bible facts a nd the rnemorization of so me of the ttgre atrt portion s of the Bible.
The minister who will thus guide in the building of
his educational curriculum will build a so lid, well-informed
amd strongly indoctrinated church tha t can be de p ended on
for years to come •
No curriculum works of

itself.

An org ani zation,

efficiently f unctioning is essential i f the larger church
school pro g ram is to be a success.

None of the present

agencies in the church are discarded, but they will be
made to feel that they are a vital part of the total educational p rog ram of t he church, instead of an added org anization with separate responsibility.

'rhe following chart

shows the basis on which such an organized church p rog ram
. b •lt 37
l.S
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37 Murch, £]2 cit., p. 208.
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Christian
Train IIHome
Scouts ing
Endeavor
ionarb
!
_SrJLo_p l Socie y
classes !

Sunday Weekday VacaSchool School tion

-

N".ti ss-

The minister should have a definite program and see
that it is carried out. 38

He dare not ne g lect the education

of his people.
V. DENfAN"DS ON THE CURR ICULUM

Many demands are placed up on t he curriculum.

These

de ma n ds are s urnrna riz ed under the f ollowing g roups: The
Christian g ospel, the indivi dual, t he church, the society,
39
or community, and t he teachers.
The f irst a nd basic demand is that it be Christian.
It must be true to the Christian faith else it will fail in
all other objectives.
can b e no deviation.

This is a n absolute fro m which there
Christ de ma nds in his teachi ng pro-

gram a strict adhe r ence to the p r rt•nciples He laid do wn, and
we cannot, yea dare not, do less.

It is t h e minister's

sacre d duty to see t h at t h is is maintai ned in all parts of
the church prog ram.

In doing th i s he wi l l larg ely control

t h e remainder of the cla ims •
The individual makes many demands on the curriculum

3S Murch, loc. cit.
39 Vieth, op cit., p. 149.
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as he faces a world of perplexity and m1certainty.
to know, and it is up to the church to teach him.
need of security.

11an has a

This is especially felt in the times of

war, death, and great emergencies.

It is then that he feels

himself standing alone, and desires a real support.
looks for something beyond self.
to help

~im

He wants

He

The church must be there

to God through a Christian ministry.

The curri-

culum must be flexible to I!l.eet every man's need.

Out of the

bereavement and chaos af life :J.od can brir.g orcter and sweet
peace.
has been groping in a moral darkness that threatens to envelope him.
to the wind..

Standards or morality have been thrown

Man has placed self and his desires first.

If

the laws of the land forbid, change the laws, or alter the
condition so they vdll not apply.
change society.

If society frowns upon it

Create one \\!hich vdll accept our desires.

nwe have weighed, analyzed and examined, we have thought a
thing right for one person but not for another; rig-ht here
but not there, right novv but not tbe n n.

4

°

Confusion and

uncertainty rule and man is left ixl satisfy his own
and conscience as best he can.

~lear and positive note here.
ties.
40 Ib id • t p • 151 •

sires,

The curriculum must sound a
This is no place for uncertain-
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Man does not live alone.

As livi

conditions have

become more crowded and complicated the question of race
relationship more
more vital.

acute~

his demand for a solution becomes

He denands a curri culu:m which will enable him

to develop as well-balanced social being who is able to take
his place in such a world.

must be led to see his respon-

sibility to the race as a Christian, and see himself as a
Christian coworker endeavoring through Christ to bring peace
and order to the troubled world.
So many even in the churches have not had a conscious
knowledge of the great Bible truths.

This has been brought

about by poor and ineffective teaching, the skepticism of
the world, and the materialistic trend of the age.
pastor

\\i

A wise

11 see to it that his flock is well indoctrinated

that they may be· able to give an answer for their faith.
Doctor Hamilton, one-tirre District Superintendent in the
1iethodist church in southern Idaho, tells of asking a nine
ar old Morman lad, nwhy he vvas a l;:ormonn.

The lad

immediately .gave several clear and positive reasons for
being a Mormom.

Can we do as well for our faith?

To teach

the Christian verities is always important, but particularly so

.

~n

~

a aay of such great

41
Ibid. p. 152.

.

.

uncerta~nt~es

Ltl

as ours.·
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Out of the truths received man is going to form his
life :philosophy.

The church through an effective curricu-

lum can meet this demand and enable man to form a philosophy of life, that will enable him to ma.ke the right evaluation of life and experie nee.

Chesterton says, ''The most

Lmportant thing about any man is the kind of philosophy he
42
keeps.n
let the curriculum not fail here.
The last demand of the individual which will be
considered is that of fellowship..
gregarious nature.

:f/fan was created with a

He desires companionship.

Thus he

needs to be brought into a vital Christian fellowship that
will strengthen him and give him' courage.

If he can find

a sure footage in such a fellowship he will be
helped in meeting the great

atly

sue of life.

The demands of the church on the curriculum will be
next considered.

It will be through the curriculum that

·the great heritages of the church will be transmitted to
the members.

The

churc~

must know

concernir~

its history,

its great biographies, its symbolisms, music, art, architecture, vvorship and sacra.m::nts, as well as its achievements in individual and social life.

'l'he re must be adequate

42
·
G. H. Betts, The curriculum of Religious Education
(New York: The Abingdon Press, 1924), p. 274.
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training as to value and purpose of church membership.
Through a proper program the evangelistic passion of
tbe church can be developed and maintained.

Material can be

presented which will challenge the individual in evangelism,
making it practical and dynamic.

To those who have not come

to the place of definite decision for Christ a call for this
·can be presented until tbe response will come in the words
of an eight year old boy at tre close of a Sunday School
class, '*We too can be a Christia."'l ''.

Such material will

inspire the leader on to greater efforts of reaching everyone in his area for Christ.
The home demands a stable basis upon which to build.
Amid the influence of alcoholism,

Holl~~od,

and legalized

gambling, there is not much left of tl:e old n Junerican home n.
The church is needed to give strength and stability.

In the

home Christian nurture can be more successfully carried on
than any other place.
Christian education.

It must have an a de qua te progra."n of
This is essential to give help and

guidance to the home.
The social order in vh ich man lives has a righ tf"ul
demand upon the curriculum.

No one needs to be told that the

world today is socially sick and well-nigh dead.

The ,_sreat

question confronting man has been vvhat is right, 1Nho is right,
and how can all the difference be settled.

Wa~¥,

labor,

poverty, race problems, trade, slums, tenement districts, and

61
many other items face man socially.

The Christian church

should endeavor to give to its nEmbers a Christian ansv,:er to
these problems.
locally.

No one community faces all of these :problems

The needs vary according to group and age.

'rhe se

social problems are vital and must be met by the church.
'rhe curriculum con:e s into actual be
teacher and

ils

VJO

to

ther..

where the

The materials handed

down from denominational or reli;sious education bodies is
usually set up on a limited basis.

It does not cover the

needs of the churches located in the localities with varying needs.
teacher.

ither does it consider the

ilities of the

To be effective it should be simple enough for the

unskilled with added materials for those vvho are further
ahead.

It must be that which vdll help the workers to

effectively present it to the local group and receive the
desired results.

The minister

demands on his church program

o successfully meets these
11 be rewarded with a ricp

ministry in the total shepherding of his flocU.
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successfully meet this most liuportant responsibility.

His

church school reaches much farther than does the vJOrk of the
public school, taking; a life, as it does, nfrom the cradle
to the graven

5

The l!lJ.nister failing to raake use of his

position loses one of his greatest opportunities of service.
One minister acknowledge.s the following,
I awakem d one mornihg to the fact that I was g J. VJ.ng
fifteen hours a week to my sennon and fifteen minutes a
week to the chur
school. I now set aside six hours
every week for my church school and youth groups. There
is now a new morale, a larger attendance, and a vastly
improved program for our school. My congregation appreciates m~ increased interest in their school, almost
as much as they do my sermons. 6
Dr. 1:1urch, who has called for a stro

preaching minis-

try, places a great stress on the educational work of the
church and the minister in gathering a great harvest for the
kingdom of God.

The minister uses the church school as the

place for teaching the word and the· building of character.
The chur ell school will also be "used as a field to be reached
7
then as a force to be worked 11 •
When .the pastor comes to
think of himself as the stimulator and supervisor of a total
Christian education progra:ru he begins to adapt himself to the

5 R. cushman., The Business of Administration of a
Church (Chicago: Vlillett, Clark& Company, 1937) ,p.-145.
6 Weldon Crossland, How ~ Build !!J2. Your Church School
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1948), p. 28.
7 lvJ:ur ch, £:!2. cit. , p. 216.
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modern need of his church.

':ilb.en his 1Nhole church membership

especially the officials, and those influential persons where
contributions are important,
the same way, they begin to
success in it.

in to

th~ink

of his task in

possible some measure of

He is in the average com:m.unity as the expres-

sed leader of his church and all its organizations.

If any

of the functions of the church fails the blame is laid at his
feet.

The same is also true of v\lhatever success may be gain-

ed.
To be a minister, certain personal qualifications of
personality, health, mental ability, sociability and leadership characteristics are essential.

So1re would question the

call to preach where these traits are not at least to rome
extent present.

The minister is better qualified than any

one in the congregation to oversee the Christian education
program rightly conducted.

He has gained this through aca-

demi c training and cur:mla ti ve expe rie nee.
help in the building of the church school.

is qualified to
!3ecause

f his

visitation he is acquainted with the talents in the organization.

He also learns to know the new member, in the school

and can enlist them where they are able to serve and are most
needed.

The minister is constantly receivi

the latest

literature from the various publishing houses and boards of
Christian education.8
8 Oro ssland, .2.:12 cit., p. 29.
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In a survey conducted by A. J,. Vlilliam

rs

Edwin

E. Sundt a study was made of rural churches and their acti vi-

ties.

The courses and methods used 1Nhich :made for success or

failure were carefUlly connoted.

The most outstanding facts

revealed by this study were that in every case of successful
work the greatest progress carne thro

religious education.

This work being inspired and directed by the minister in each
a

case.""

The findings of these men l1ave been confirmed by many

other and later authors, to have quoted all these would have
been only needless repetition.
as follows,

n

...\. W. Hewitt has been quoted

clearly one of the major functions of a rural

preacher is to be an educator. tt

He goes on to say, rthe will

be responsible for the organization and guidance of the church
10
schoolu.
This which is true in the rural church is also true
in a great number

churches

the towns and cities.

If the minister doe s not see to it that there is a well
planned program for the entire church no one else
Benson in Techniques
work as including:

of~ ·;'!orki~

v~ill.

C. H.

Church gives the pastor's

(1) Supervision, Acts 20:28, I Peter 5:2

(a) nTo every man his work" Mark 13:34, (b) every ttman accor-

9
• J. Myers, and E. E. Sundt, The county: Church As
It Is, (New York! Fleming H. Revell Co. 1930~ p. 138.-10 A. • Hewitt, God's Back Pasture (Chicago: w·illett,
Clark, and Company, l94l),-p:-gg.
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di~

to his ab ilityn Matthew 25:16; ( 2} preachi:r.g , Acts 28:31,

II Ti:mothy 4:2 and Titus 2:1; (3) Visitation of 1rembers James
Thus the pastor has been enjoined by Scripture to
~ f'1n~'t e p 1 annea" program. 11
the respons1'b'l't
1 1 y o f a ae

5:14-15.

The minister through plannin:a; m.ake s the entire church
progrffin function a vital part of the educative process of
its members.

The parts of

organization and ritual of the

service and made real and meaningful.

He sees to it that the

church school program is reinforced and supplemented where
needed.

He acquaints himself with the activities and program

of all parts of the school.
official board meetings, to which he is usually an
ex officio member, he can provide with rich and compelli!¥5
means of spiritual growth and a chie ven:e nt on the part of their
participants.

'rhrough his wisdom and experience he directs

them into greater service and usefulness to the church and to
the cause of Christ.
By rp.eans of education the ritualistic ministry can be
enriched.

'flhis phase of ministry is often hurried vdthout

proper ground v;o rk thus

losi~

to the individual and congre-

gation much of its sacred meaning.

These services are baptism,

11 C. H. Benson, Techniques of ~Workil?,S Church {Chicago;
Moods Press, 1946), p. 25 ff.
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reception of members, communion, consecreation of church and
Sunday school of1''icers and teachers. The outside pastoral duties
of sick calls , funerals and the 1r...arriage ceremonies with premarital council, all add to the educational tasks of the local
12
church, Vlhere the :minister is alive to his responsibility.
The minister

s been given the place of spiritual

leadership.

That is the basis of his call, both from God and

the Church.

An essential part of this leadership is the teach-

ing of the child and youth with the right doctrines.

The value

of teaching the youth in doctrine and. faith is evinced by the
nations of i:ihe world,

Russia, Italy, rrurkey, Mexico,

Japan have all employecl the teaching method to shape the future
of their

p9 ople

and country.

If we are

to do as much

religiously as these have done nationally we must not wait until the child grows up and is brought to a religious crisis.
Others do not wait for the child to mature.

"The mind of youth

is so impregnated with this dogmatic and biased view of
reality that th.e ears are stopped to any other voice 1r.

If we

fail to get a child before this stage is reached ancl give to
hL~

the proper teaching, our opportunity of ever reaching him

is largely lost.

12

The

v~rk

of the missionary in China is a

H. C. :Munro, "The Teacher Preacher n, In te rna tionaal
Journal of Religious~ucation, 21:12, February, 1945
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testimony to the value of Christian education •.l 3
The modern minister who would have ever increasing
additions to his flock, de"tcotec a considerable portion of
his tilll9 to the school..

Th~

spiritual supervision of a

church requires insight and training than the average layman
has.

The pastor's place is to be the spiritual expert in

the church.
church

The minister must be the pastor of his entire
ram, v;hich of course includes the chur· ch school.

"Too often his theological seminary has taught him to speak
a dual language to a dying world, and he has no :message for
a living, developing, growi:QS world". 14
The church has the right to ask the minister to talce
an interest in all ages of its groups.

In this v;ay alone

can a strong enlightened church be developed.

It has been

estimated tha. t the average age of the morning congregatio n
in .America today is about thirty-five1•

If the minister

limits hL'TISelf to this group he is failing to touch the
great majority of the coming generation who have made a
start in the church life.

It is only fair that he should

give special care to the yoU:Qg and tender :members of the

Basil Mathews, Thro
York: Friendship Press, 1

h Tragedy To Triumph (New
), p. 64.-

14 Athearn, The Minister and the Teacher. (New York:
The Century Company, 1932) p:-23~
·

flocl-,:.

15
In the annual confe renee of the i1Iethodi st Church held

at Caldwell, Idaho in 1937, Bishop Titus Lowe, stopped in
the midst of the service of questioning an applicant to the
ministry, to exhort the ministers of the conference to the
care

~f

the children.

71ha. t is true in an educational value

with the children is also true too of the entire church.
must br:fgiven t

and supervision by the

the church, the minister.

~iritual

It

leader of

If the churchs teaching work falls

below a definitely religious line, if it is ineffieient
evangelistically, i f its quality either as religion or as
educational is inferior, then it is be cause the supervisory
function is failing.

The minister \'Vho, after years of

service in a given church, con1plains about the quality of
fruitage of his educational program, has indi e-ated his
ministry and expounded the superficiality or inappropriateness o f

.

h~s

.

se~~nary

.

.

tra~n~ng.

16

These may seem inappropriate words to some but they
only have to look at the Roman Catholic and. 11ormon churches,
as well as many cults of the day to see the effectiveness of
a supervised teaching of their beliefs,

15 Ibid., p. 237
16 1\':u.nro , Lo c

ill·

'J:~Un~s
!\... • t ers, are
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under Divine compulsion to be Spiritual leaders and to train
the churches in the fear of God.
To the pastor belongs strong and effective counseling
and advising powers.

He is the chief oounsellor for all

those who serve under him in

worlc of tte church.

takes an enthusiastic interest in the school.

He

He looks on

the church school as an inseparable part of work for the
kingdom, on a level with evangelism and missions.

Through

his advising power he corrects faults and gives renewed
vision.

He makes certain that each year as far is possible,

a competent staff is elected , maintaining standards that
either remove or improve the inefficient while those who are
called of God and are efficient in performing assigned duties.
In the little one room church he can little by little lead
the church into holy discontent vd th "Lilliputian1Plans :for
the most important v.ork in the world.

Why attempt to serve

God 'Ni th a one -room cab in in a community where every farmer
keeps dairy cows in a better buildirg? ·

~,'illy

not erect an

edifice to show the community what it means to put God first.l~
Every community needs adequate room and facilities to carry
on its program of Christian education.

The pastor with his

vision and training can give invaluable aid in bringing such
equipment to a state of realization.

17 Blackwood, Pastoral Leadership, p. 179
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In a church fully staffed with competent leaders, the
pastor serves as a valuable counselor or advisory coach to
all leaders, teachers and officers in the church school.

As

a lover of Christian education the pastor-coach stands on
the side line and cheers the V\Orkers on to many a victory for
God.l8

One thing he can always do is to be present ahea d of

time to show his interest.
II. T'"l:IE PASTOR - DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
In this relationship the pastor is not far removed
from that considered in the preceding section.

To those

duties also added that of actively directing the educational program.

Of necessity this vJill be done through the

board of education and the superintendents of the various
depart:n19 nts.
Every minister in his training should have a sufficient number of theological and practival courses in the field
of religious educati. on to enable him to be an authority in
the science and art of teaching religion, to the children and
youth.

In the past this has not been true.

In the survey of

the Evangelical United Brethren ministers of the Oregon-Washington Conference made by the writer it was revealed that

18

Ibid • ' p • 17 7 •
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three fourths of those answering had received so1re training
in this area. Many indicated that it had been limited in
/
19
amount.
The condition is improving with most seminaries
now thoroughly training students in the technique of' religious education1

The present and

comi~g

generation of

pastors will knov• religious education and how to be their
20
own directors, if needed.
The minister has been

considered by some to be the

main problem of the Sunday school and other educational
agencies of the church.

He has treated that field as !!un-

worthy of his attention and time and delegated it to some
underling, with a sigh of relief.
ally preside
the

at the election of officers and to conduct

installation service •

nothing of what is g<oii¥?; on.
for "this.

He dondescends to annu-

Aside from that he
'rhere

CtUl

knov~ls

be only one reason

The church colleges and ministerial training

schools ba ve not taken the task of religious education
seriously.

He vmo is sent out thus m1prepared to minister

to children and youth has been sinned against by those who
.
" hJ.s
. prepara ti on. 21
dJ.recteu

19 see Appendix.
20 Rafferty,
ElvJood, Church School LeadershiJ2.,
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1926}, p. 101.
21 Athearn, ££cit. pp. 240 ff.
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Some fundamental rules which govern the relationship
of the pastor-director with the Sunday school Superintendent
are: (1) there must be connnon a:i.ras, first, for the salvation
of souls ru1d second for the nurture of the Christian life,
'

1

The

each-go-his~ovm-way

attitude can only exist as the

leaders succeed in forgetting the basic Christian aims~

22

The co-operative spirit has been illustrated as
follows:

A group of ninth-grade boys and girls were

denied the use of the church basement.

This was the last

straw for they had been rebuffed be fore.
church had no interest in them.

'rhe y fe 1 t the

v1as at a low ebb.

Through the teacher the pastor was persuaded to bring a
message on ttthe art of being fair" using the class's own
ideas, connnents

an~

illustrations.

Out of this grew an

unusual sermon, which had real life to it.

The church

beca;.-ne vi tally aware of the fact that there was a class of
ninth-grade boys and girls.

The boys and girls felt that
23
they had contributed to the church in a real way.
tt

(2) There must be perfect cooperation and fellowship.

uThe pastor will see to it that no man becon1es a. superin2 2 Mildred Eakin and Frank Eakin, Tl1e Church School
Teacher's Job (NevJ York: The Y4i\illin Company, 1949

p.l56
23 Vl.E. Hatcher The Pastor and tre Sunda.;x: School
(Na.shville,Tennessee:-sunday SChOo!:Boa.rd Southern Baptist Convention, 1902}, p. 115
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tendent who is more of a Sunday school man than he is a
church man."

24

An illustration of what a Sunday school

superintendent should not be is told by one of the Evangelical United Brethren ministers as follows:
This church has the high honor of having a Sunday
School superintendent who is the faculty, the board of
Christian Education, the Christian Education director
and everything else, "Lock, stock and. barrelt'.
s
way of tell
me when I carue on the field was to quote
to n1e what soL1S old preacher told him long ago, in
substance it was, "Don't ever let a preacher get his
hands on the Sun~W School" He took real pleasure in
telling me this •
The pastor finds it usually best if he works through
the superintendent.
supervise.

He stays in the background to give and

He will also give new life and zeal

intendent becomes discouraged.

i~

the super-

He can do much to strengthen

the entire educational program while remaining in the background.

(3) They should be in agreenent as to method and

personnel.

36

If this is not carried out it will soon be

recognized in the school and either the minister or the
superintendent wi 11 lose the confidence of the group, and
unity of the program will be lost.
(4)

24

The minister is the tthigh ranking" officer.

Hatcher, loc cit.

25 cf.~.' P•

26 Murch, 2£ cit, p. 220.

The

'7J5

superintendent should accord him the deference due the position.

The superintendent's position is that of an associate

or coSperator in the Lord's work.

The minister will be aware

of the fact that he is not a "conu:n.andiwg officer" but a
leader and a shepherd, and he will give to his superintendent
and other colaborers every consideration.

The superintendent

under his able supervision, organizes and conducts a unified
and gomprehensive progrrun.
I,::ost ministers prefer the position of the inconspicuous adviser.

They see to it tr...at the educational vork is

in competent hands.
board of education he

If there is not already existing a
\1;1 ill

lead the church to elect one.

The duties of this board are:
To cogrdinate and guide the educational policies of
the several church organizations.
To determine the general progran1 of the church school
in consultation with the superintendent and other leaders of the school.
To evaluate the curriculum and to suggest improvements.
To 11 select and enlist the teachers of the church schoOl
in cooperation with the superintendent and the minister.
To set attendance and membership goals for the church
school.
To suggest and purchase needed educational eouipment.
To choose a permanent record system for church school
members and prospects.
To select the leadership training books and pamphlets
for the church school library.
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To counsel with youth and other groups about improving
their programs •
To study the community for the purpose of outlining
plans for service to it.
To supervise the work of tlle director of Christian
education or superintendent as the case :may be .27
After the board is organized and in operation the wise
pastor does not forget it.

He is either present at every

meeting to give suggestion and guidance or counsels with the
chairman before the meeting..

He thus guides when there is

any indication that the decision of the board 1.vill not be
sympathetic to the aims of the main purpose and program of
the church.

An active board of Christian education means

much to a minister as tvvo of the reports in the vvriter's
survey revealed.

One man says the following "Our board of

Christian education is headed by a very efficient lay-woman
as president, of the board.

I am the director.

have

very close co-ordination and co-operation concerning ou:b
total programtt ~ 8
The 'No rk of t1"1"3 minister as religious director first
of all is one of personal relationship with others.
pastor he prays for his people.

27 Crossland, pp. 27 ff.
28 r<f

~· .J20S

t

J

P•

nAs a

As a counselor he tells them
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"You need to pray about thistt.,

As a religious educator he
makes sure that all his peop;I.e are taught to pray" 29 These
are the vvise words of Harold F. Carr in a chapter entitled
ttThe Minister as Religious Educator", in a book compiled by

Dr. Spann ..
The minister must be come aware of the fact that the
spiritual teaching arrl training will be done in the various
services of the church school and other organizations of the
church, as well as in the pulpit.

His duty is to give to

these groups his whole-hearted guidance and assistance. He
envisions the day when the church and the church school will
operate for one purpose only, and one view in mind.

The

school is recognized as the place where the foundation of
the future church is laid.

As operator-director he gives

every support that this work might well be done.

In order

to reach the highest efficiency in his divinely appointed
task he must have an intilna te knowledge of his flock.

A

sympathetic interest in each member and a loving supervision
over all. 30
Some principles involved in supervision are:

29
J. Richard Spann, The Ministry: (New York: Abingdon
Cokesbury Press, 1949}, p:-165.
30 ~
"
ti. cl.., Boaz ~The Essentials of ~ Effective MiD;istry(Nash ville, Tennessee: Coke sbury Press, 1937), p. 86.
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1. Co-dperation in a common quest.
2. Development of relig ious experience and values.
3. A commo n lane; uage of re lig ious experience, an understandab le teaching .
4. The tran sformation of limitation, take p eople as they
are.
5. Division of responsibilities , pastor vvqrk s with
cabinet, Sunday school sl..rperin.tendent, and council with
the staff.
6. 1l. change from indefinite and abstract objections to
specific and co n crete ones.
if

7. Co-operative selection of materia ls and mathods .
8 • Co nd i ti o ns f or learning are i mprove d .
9. The intro du ction of various practical measures.
a. Preparatory c onfere nce for supervision to anticipate prob lems, and g ive demon strative of its
pra ctical value.
b. Visitatio n of c l a sses and activities a nd systema tic record o f ob ,s ervat io n .
c. Development of analytical schedules to make
observers sensitive to the most significant
factors, and to a t d i n t he post-conference and
follo w-up.
·
d. Persona l co nferences, diag nosis of p roblem, co operat i ve study, ar1d pl an for special i mprovement.
e. Group conferences, depa rtmental a nd g enera l for
consideration of f a ctors af g enera l interest.
f . Techniques for follo w up of contructive plans.
Sometire s special committees a nd outside help for
proble ms that warrent t ha m.
g . Concrete illus tratio n s of what is meant at every
step, and means of demonstrating t he practical
possibilities in every propos al. •

10 ..
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dissatisfied i~th mere crowds. I long for a congregation
a sure and·dependable congregation, that will be present
winter and sUll.ll:i1er when I am in the pulpit and when I am
not. I have deliberately and finally concluded that if
I want a dependable congregation I must build a Sunday
School organization, I did not always hold this view.
I did not come hastily to this decision. I was forced to
it, partly by my ovm experience and partly by observation
and chiefly by an analytical study of the problem. The
logic of the situation is clear
inseparable. A live
and active Sunday School is the best and surest test of
all congregation builders. 34

'S

III.

OF EDUCKfi

O:N"SHIP TO A D

The next point of consideration is the pastor's relationship to a director of education.

As has been already

noted many churches are not able to maintain, for financial
resons, a director of rel

ious education.

If the church

has a normal membership and the minister is not especially
qualified for the educational leadership the logical thing
to do is to secure a director of education.

This procedure

should be varied according to the needs of the church.

The

church with an acute ro cial problem· vdll do well first to
have a social v.rorke r.

If the :rrembership is mainly adult

perhaps an assistant pastor would be of more value.

35

Vfuere the membership is normal and a director of
education is secured he will be the most important addition

34

35

Benson,

~

cit., p. 48.

Munro, Christian Education in Your Churcht p. 219.
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to the official staff of

church.

A unity

purpose and

goals on the part of the pastor and director will be maintained.

The pastor, recognizing the director!Jone who is

essentially trained, whose work it is to direct the entire
education program of the church.

The director recognizes

that tbe minister is the nsupreme headn of t

church.

congenial relationship will enable the church to carry out
its four major functions in a right relationship, as .shown
in the following diagram. 36
71orship
Teaching
Training

The director
of education.

The pastor

Service
The relationship between t:b.e pastor and director has
not always

en the best.

faulty undertaking of

This has often been caused by a
duties and responsibilities at

the beginning of the relationship.

El:rrer T. Clark, with

the assistance of forty officials of his church has set up
so:rre duties for the director of education.

In these he

gives the work of the director as that of:

(1) organizer, of study classes, teacher training classes
(2) executive,
which he is to administer the program '
of t:b.e educational work of the Rntire church. ( 3) and
supervisor, of the course of study and of giving aid and

36 Benson, pp. 10_
1 ff.
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direction to the teach

stafftt. 37

The minister has often been cited as the cause of
difficulty arising in the pastor-director relationship.

In

this relationship there is a sharing of the position and
recognition which he has for1119rly held by himself.

Thus

there are rometimes evidences of jealousy and hard feelings
which hinder the vvork.

No pastor has a right to call a

director of education unless he ·is vdlling to share with him
38
the place in the church's life formerly reld by him alone.
,Again the reason for calling a director 1nay have been one of
selfish desire, tl1at of bolsteri
the church along traditional lines.

the existi

program of

Another incentive might

be a desire on the part of the pastor to escape some of the
routine tasks of the educative program and secretarial v\Ork.
Such motives will not result in a good lasting relationship.
Another attitude ·which J::a s been sonetime s portrayed
by both pastor and director is that of"each go his own wayV
This is sure to lead to failure for any program that either
launches is almost certain to run counter to the other's

37 El:rrer T. Clark, ~ Church Efficiency Move:rrent
(Nashville, Tennessee: Publishing House of Methodist
Episcopal Church Sout~, 1915) pp. 72 ff.
38

. H. C! Munro, The Director of Reli~ious Education
(Ph:tldelph:ta: The Vlestnunster Press, l930), p .. l45.
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plans ahd vwrk.

tt

There. must be coordination.

The pastor

must use the. pulpit for promotir:g the work of education in
the church, as well as his own ministerial program.

If this

is not done the director is often placed in an embarrassing
situation..

Wnen a director has been called the pastor must

be vdlling to have the total church program planned on an
educational basis.

This is where it should be whether there

is a regular paid director of education or not.
of the church
process.

The vnrk

htly administered will be an educative

Neither can t:he director be assigned to just part

of the Ill9mbership, as the children and young people, leaving
tta adults for tbe minis try of the pastor.
today will be the church of tomorrow.

The children

There must be a

definite curriculum w.n.ich will prepare them for this relationship.

They must feel that the pastor

interest in them.

h~s

a definite

He is tbe ir Spiritual leader, and as

such \leads the children and Youth in their Spiritual decisions and growth. Also the adults need the educative direction of one who is trained, to lead them into larger service
and experiences.
The pastor allows nothing to come into the program
of tbe church, such as outside speai(Etrs, evangelists and
leaders, that will undermine the work already done by the
director and the program

re

is fostering.

On the other hand

no director should be retained whose v\Ork does not lead to a
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spiritual enrichment of the church and the salvation of
souls.
A director who does not have the proper attitude
towards his pastoral relationship is sure to run into trouble
A desire for recognition based on his superior :professional
training, is lH;:ely to deprive him of the coveted esteem.
The director ever recognizeS', the position of the pastor and
counsels with him concern

the educational :program.

cultivates an appreciation from the pastors for the
is attempting to do.

He

v~rk

he

He never lets the pastor come to thinlc

of him as a theorist.

His program is spiritually sound.

He

recognizes the pastor's viewpoint but if he feels it educationally unsound he endeavors to lead to a proper appreciation of educational values.
In a proper relationship there is no uranking officern
the two stand together
program.

share

leadership in a unified

They share both responsibility and benefits.

ever it is important that they

~-remain

How-

aware that each

will have his own responsibility and function which is well
defined.

The abilities and aptitudes of the respective
leaders will determine the division of tasks. 39 There are
so:m.e duties which clearly fall to each man, but others may

39

'U

l'ilunro,

•

~ c~ t.

p. 145
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be arbitrarily given to the best qualified or to the one
having time to clo the work ..
The pastor contributes to

le adersh

ram out

of a rich life of devotion, experience, and tested results
of the past.

He contributes also a depth of spirituality to

the entire program.

The director bri

s with him an under-

standing of the rnethods, :materials and techniques of a sound
educative p

•

He is able to direct all functions of

the educational agencies to the church.
There is a sharing of many functions.

The director

as well as the pastor needs to get into the homes.

He is

the "educational pastorn, and as such, must know the home
life of his people.
the church.

Each keeps in touch with all ages in

'l'he director contacts the adults that he may

have their support in the educative program in the church.
If the pastor fails to have normal association with tre children and youth the entire program is bound to fail.
tever arrangement has been
such a b

that there can

should be on

s~t

an excha

of function if

necessary either tamporary or more permanently.
should be no oVer-specialization.
the

There

ecialization narrows

ility of leadership in both pastor and director.
In

A. Harper's book the Minister !?!, Education he

has told how a large church sal]'aged the rel

ious educa-

tion program in a church which was fighting a losing pro-

s
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efficient Christian lives consecrated to the extension of
God's kingdom on earth, and to train efficient leaders for
all places of church v'I/Ork. 41 If the minister is not himself e

iped to actively carry out a program of leadership,

training he should secure so1ne one who is adequately qualified.
The leadership training .tlB.s often been gained through
cobperative schools in the co:mra.unity or city, carried out
on an interdenominational basis.
creas

re has been an ever in-

er of denominational and interdenominational

camps and institutes being held, in which courses of leadership

traini~

are given.

The minister enlists his people to

attend these and thus eecome better oualified to work in the
home church.
It has been recognized that the average minister will
not be able to carry out tbe entire program of teacher training in his local church.

If the above agencies are not

available he may be able to enlist a few qualified leaders
from the congregation to take special courses under his
direction •• These will tben beco:rne nassistant pastorsn in the
training of others.

41

;'rnen the training needs of the church

W. s. Athearn The Church School
Pilgrim Press, 1914),-p: 1.

(Boston: The

as
are viewed as a vvhole they assu."Ue great proportions.

It has

been esti:ma ted that there are twp million teachers and officers givi
schools of

voluntary service in tbe
rica.

Protest~nt

Sunday

There are also considerable numbers

giving service in other agencies of Christian education.
It has been estimated that the average life of a church
school worker is three years thus there is an average 666.
666 new workers to be trained every :year •

.Add to this the

1 t ra~n~ng
. .
~ ~n
.
.
con t ~nua
o f th ose a 1 reaay

.

serv~ce

have a great school in Christian education.

42

and you

This work pre-

sents a most difficult task and calls for exacting effort
on tbe part of ministers and educators.
The

stor' s business is to know whether or not every

one is orthodox.

He has the authority and should reroove

from the SUnday school everyone who is failing to teach the
infallab le llford of God. 43

l/ark A. Matthews, 1nho was pastor

of the Presbyterian Chttrch in Seattle, 'Vlashin,;;; ton, built
throw~h

his local Sunday school, outposts and related Sunday

schools, the largest congregation in the denomination.

He

put great stress on the Sunday school ranking first in the
.A. merican institutions.

He has not been alone in their esti-

4 2 Paul H. Vieth, Church ~ Christian Education, p. 223
43

I"VJar k .a..
' lila.
~- tth- ews fBu~·1 d~B€;
•
tbe Church {New Yorlt•
.American Tract, 1940}, 1 p. I26. -•
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mation.

In 18?6 a French commission, after a survey on edu-

cation in the United States in its report says;
The Sunday school is not an accessary agency in the
normal econoray of
rican Education; it does not add a
superfluity; it is an absolute necessity for the complete instruction of the child. Its air~ are to fill by
itself the corn.ple :x: mission which elsewhere is in large
measure assigned to the family, the school and the
church. All things unite to assign to this institution
a grand part
the
rican life. 44
This has been the attitude of leading pastors through the
years and is ever increasingly recognized.

Dr.

~atthews

continues to say,
"never permit an incomnetent teacher. The Sunday school
depe s- upon t
conse era tion and power 0 f' the teacher'
therefore the teacher should be trained and should pass
through a training class before he is permitted to teach
in any Sunday School.45
A faculty of trained teachers is of inestimable value
to

local church.

It gives to the individual a sense of

confidence that he or she is doing the work expected.

It

gives prestige to the sunday school and churcl1 when its
educative program is surveyed.

But best of all a consecra-

ted staff is able to secure greater results in building; the
ki~dom

of

..

An outstandiP..g function of the minister has been to
enlist lay vvorkers for places of leadership.

It is not

44 Benro n, The qundgy School in Action. p. 26
45 I,c!atthews, Lo c. cit.
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enough that an individual be

lling to serve but he must

have certain talents, characteristics
There are always those who are

qualifications.

lling to worl'C who lack the

fundamental talents and ability to teach.
already noted, unless the teacher has a
experience he

And as has been
rsonal Ohristian

s not possess tbe basic require:rr.ent for

teach

the church.

Thus the pastor interviews all

prospect

teachers

leaders to determine religious ex-

perience and fundamental theology, as well as teaching and

leadiD{~ ability, experience and training. 46
The training of the teachers involves a mastery of
trl6 content of the

1 d in which the teachir:Ji3; is to be

done, and the effective use of the techniques of leadership
thro

which the desired results are to be achieved.

These two phases have also been further divided, the first
into (a) the general content of the Christian rel

ion, and

{b) the specific content of the particular course which is
to be taught.

The second phase of training has be en

(a) the general

vided:

sis of method, a:nd (b) the sue cific pro-

cedure to be used with pupils of a particular age in a given
situation with a specified type of cu.rri culum. 47

46 Crossland,££~., pp. 44, ff.

47

Vieth,

~~cit.,

p. 209.
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rrhis is too great a program to ever be done adequately on a voluntary basis..

eve

be made to reach this goal.

effort possible should

As in the previously mentioned

community, schools and summer camps vvill do much to aid in
presenting the

evailing techniques of education.

is guidance given as the individual is actively e

There
aged in

the service of the church.
In this guidance in service the minister cccm probably

do his best work in training.

Iv1any are the discouraged

teachers who have come to the pastor for advice.
his co8peration in meeting the problems

Through

his contact

through visits to the class, these teachers have been often
enabled to overcome their difficulties and be come successful teachers and leaders.

~,fithout

the

rsonal counseling,

enabling the teacher and worker to put t.L'1e book of knowledge into practice, the training as to content and method
are often wasted.

As the teacher

comes adjusted to the

education progran1 and thro11gh self-effort sees the results
of his labor, he is inspired to give more time and effort
to his training for greater service.

This is done on his

own initiative as he pursues studies in his field of
service.

Where there are those

fied by talent and

character to be supervisors the pastor sees to it that
these are trained for this service by himself or some one
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The minister is a leader of leaders.
others follo w.

He se t s the nace
J.

The teacher has been willing to serve with-

out the ad vantage of school ing and t ra inin.g in p sychology.
He has been trrged. to use too l ate st in r;J.ateria ls in these
f i e l ds .

\"lithout sugg estio n s from t he pastor as to helpful

mag azines and perio dicals and the e x chaD..g e of ideas he co u l d
not here accomp l ish t h at V.'hi ch he so cotrreag eously und er took.
A v1orking together of te acher s an d pastor in e sse ntia l bo t h

as to class work and horr..e needs of t he pupi1. 50
V • THE PASTOR AS TEACH:rr:R •

One of t he g reat losses of tod ay has been that of
Bible te aching outside of t he reg ular schools, and a lso the
passi ng of the use of t he Bible in home a n d s:Shool. The
hone was once looked upon as an in stitutio n in wh ich the
c h ild received earl y tra ining as to ba sic principles of
life and relig ion.

The home furnished t he ma jor part of t he

s ocia l lif e of the individual.

To day t he ent ire int ere st

in many homes has turned to outside things.

The ho!lle has

b eco me a me eti ng p l ace for eati ng and s le epi ng .
home the f amily altar is a thing of the pa st.

50
ff.

In sucp. a
The f ami ly

r,u ldred Eakin, and Frank Ealcin, .2:£ cit., p p. 151.
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of the ni nety t imes Christ wa s addr e s sed he was called
t ea cher ,.

The wor d "preaching " is found one hundred forty-

t hree times in t he Scriptures and nteach i ng " t Wo h undred and
ten t i me s. 54

The conservative Protestant gro u p s of today

ha ve f ailed to stress the g r eat importance ·of the te a ch ing
ministry ..
The re is a difference of opinion as to whether a
minister should be a reg ula r teacher in the Sunday school or
not'.

J ame s DeForest 11Iu rch feels that he should teac h if
55
he is physically 9.b le,.
If the pre acher is able to teach he

will find a va luab l e contact and oppor tunity of further
guidi ng of lives.

Murch quotes from P.H. Wels hi...mer, wh o

built up one of t he large st church schools in iuner i ca , and
functio ned as minister, sup erintendent and tea cher.

Said

Ivi:r • '."le 1 sh i me r :

"The minis ter should teach if he is p re pared to te a ch.
By virtue of t he fa ct t ba t he teaches in the school
g ives it digni ty. Here he can fi nd opportunit y to do his
best wo r k . It is heart to heart work . In the pulpit he
may be far remowed from h i s audience, i n the Bible class
never. Te a ching be co mes personal work. It is easier
fo r an a ct ive , wide awake, s ympathizing minister to build
up a g reat Bible class than to bu ild a great preaching
aud ie nee; and it is easier .to lead men and \ll.o menfrom the
Bib le cla ss into church then it is to lead those to
Chri st who merel y at tend the p reaching serv i ce. If the

54 Benson, Techni ques of §;. '!for king Church, p. 26.
55

• Murch , o p cit. , p. 219.
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nrl.nister' s mi ssion is to preach the g ospe 1, that he may
win men and women to Christ, then let hi.1n do his work
where the opportunities are g reatest for soul-saving. u56
The amount of active class work a minister will do
will depend on t he local condition in which he finds himself.
Instead of teaching a regular class some fi nd it val uable to
spend a "pastor's day" or extended period in the various
classese

This can be done to present s pecial subject ma te-

rial and a s demonstration guidance to the re gular teacher.
The faithful pastor has be en one of the g rea te s, if
not the g reatesteduca t ional force in the co mmunity. 5 7 · This
has been largely felt from t he pulpit.

No amount of pr og r am

and educ ation in the various church agen cies will ever take
the place of preaching. · 'Nhen the pulpit has reen silent the
church has failed to move forward.
community has nearly vanished.
motivation in the church.

Its influence in t h e

Preaching is the force of

But the preaching cannot be

separated from the educational process of the church.
Great preachers have been teachers of the people.

The educa-

tional aim of the pa stor has 're en the inspiration of life

56 Ibid., pp. 219-220.
57

Cornelius H. Patton, "The P astor _ s 1 n Educator",
'l'he Proceedi ng s ·of the Third Annua l Coii.Vention of th~
R8rig1ous EducatiOn~sociation (Chicag o: Rel ig ious Education Association, 1905), p. 163.
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in saving of souls.

As preacher he

an educator and must

not fail in carrying out this important work.
There have be en many doors open to the a wake
active minister outside tbe class room and pulpit.
fevl of them have been mentioned

re.

Only a

The advisory leader-

ship of the youth brings great re1trards, their education in
rel

ious life is the most important of all tasl;::s., 60

need to be the intell

They

ently grounded in Christian doctrine.

The junior and intermediate ages have always represented a tremendous problem in the church

ram..

Black-

wood has suggested that a special class s...lJ.ould be held for
this group by the pastor .. 61
to deal with them personally..

This gives him an opportunity
If possible it should be

longer than a six to ten week period.

It should extend over

two or three years, following the nine month school period.
Frid8Jr afternoon or Saturday during these nine months could
be used for this instruction.
Christ and

The class should relate to

s church with special emphasis placed on the

sacraments, Christian ethics and doctrine.
The pastor has been responsible for a church rrembership class.

Many problems can be solved here and the

60~Hewitt, .21?. cit., p. 99.

61 "1
k
d , £E
n ac~woo

"t

~.,

p. 186.

indi-

vidual be

to feel he is tt.te part of the great church

family. 62

J. A .. Beebe says that "every pastor should teach

two classes.

The teacher training class and the probatio-

nary class.

In this -vvay he can determine in a few years
63
what the whole church shall belie ven
Not always has the
pastor had time or the educational training to do this.
that case he finds some one who can •

In

One who has both

educational and spiritual qualifications for this important
taslc.
The minister often lacks a personal contact vd th the
children.

This is corrected by a close association with the

Daily Vacation Bible School as 'Nell as the regular Sunday
school in the respective departru;;nts.

Every minister should

seek to know the children

The writer has found

that a personal acquqintance

rsonally.

th the child has opened many

horr.e s.
The minister should hold at least a monthly .meeting
for the educational leaders and teachers of the church.
This in the rorm of a problem class and also as a study of
lesson materials to be used.
ister as the nkey man" of the educ

Thus the

62 ~""
l~"

c.

(New York:

+

ional

, The Educational Worlc of the Church
don-Cokesbury Press,-r939J: p:-123.

63 Beebe,~ cit., p. 163.
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program, will do well in all his educational work to put less
emphasis on catechetical and formal teaching, and more on
guiding and inspir
Jesus as Savior.

the young people to an acceptfulCe of
A wise minister knows the proper balance

to give to each phase of his work when he views the total
church program as one educational unit.
A questionnaire-was sent out to 1,200 ministers of the

Baptist, Congregational,

thodist and Presbyterian churches.

There 1Jvas a fifty percent return.

These showed the follow-

ing results as to the educational work of the churches and
ministers.
In preaching do you seek to definitely teach or
rather to inspire?
phasis on

The usual answer was both, with the em.-

teachir~,

Fifty percent teach in ;regular classes.

Enough teach

as substitute to bring the average to sixty-tvvo percent.
International lessons in use in sixty-six percent.
Pastor's classes outside of Sunday School, thirtyeight percent.
Very few teach catechism.
Others report varied teaching vlOrk, as mid-week ser-

64 Herbert K. England, liThe Pastor's Com.municant Classn,
International Journal of Religious. Education, 21:14,
January, 1945.
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In this paper the writer has shown the privileges and
responsibilities of the minister in the Christian education
program of the local church.
to t

A detailed analytical approach

needs of the community has been given as a

basis of determining the needs.

ested

From this the minister is

able to determine the necessary objectives that these needs
may be successfully met ..
'rhe curriculum must be well planned and adequately
carried out if these objectives are to be achieYed,.;.

The

principles of the curriculum have been presented as well as
ob

c ti ve s to be remembe red, which are a vi tal part of the

church life.

There are many aids and resources available

for the minister.
The minister has a duty which is a real privilege,
shap

t

s

itual life of

This is accomplished throu<§:;h t
lum is :f'or t

church for years to come.
curriculum..

The curricu-

entire church, CO'TJ'ering every organization,

and uniting them in the basic purposes of saving souls and
buildi

Christian character.

curriculum takes recog-

nition of the many de:mands rmde and organized to meet these
denands.
The minister in administeri

the program has the

103
privileges of working in close relationship with his leading
members.

li-s he teaches in the various places open to him

he is brought

ce to face v;i th the individuals in the church

In this position he is enabled to mold the policy of the
church and also the lives of individuals.
The ultimate res":ponsibility for either the success
or failure of today's elaborate and expensive program rests
with the loca 1

anization and ultimately aD.c1 inescapably

with the pastor.

Every minister should prepare him.self

that he may be able to give a good a ceo unt of himself in
relation to the education of his people.
ster wi 11 us

The alert mini-

every avenue possible for the sal vat ion of

souls and to see that his entire program leads men, and
women a

children to Christ.
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2. Do you assist in the se t tine; up of the curriculum a nd
the selection of the materials ? Yes
No

- --

3 . Do yo u visit the classes and g roup meeti ng s which are
under his charge" Yes_No_ __
4 . Do you make reg u l ar appear a nces before the Sunday Schoo l
a nd other educational groups at which t i me you speak?
Yes
No

- --

5 . Do y ou have- leader s hip or teacher training classes?
Ye ·s
No

---

6 . Do you have any part i n this work?

Yes

---No-- -

D. l . List the teaching v-.1 ork that yo u do in th e church .
Study , Catechism , Boy Scouts , _ _____

Bi bl e

B . Do you use any other material than that which is furnished by t he de nominati on? Yes
No _ __
3 . If so it is g r aded or uniform. lessons?
nation you think needed ?

4 . Do you use any orig inal material ?
much ?

Yes

Gi ve and expla-

- --

No_ _.....;Ho w

5 . Do you ba ve any sug 0 estions you feel would be of v a lue
in se t ting up a nd admi nistering a r e 15e ious educ a tion
p r og rarp. .

111
10..

P JiJ HDT.l B

This ouestionai r e was se n t o u t to f i f t v -five ministers
of the Evangelical United Brethren Church of the Ore g on WashiD..g ton Confe renee.
The resp o nses are summarized as follows:
A. 1. In your rel i g ious education progrrun have you ever made
a survey of the community as to needs and background?
Yes 20 No 25
2. If so did y ou use the findi ng s in setting up t he curriculum for the· entire church? Yes 10
No 8
3. Have t he· results of the survey proYen of re a l value to
you ? Yes 13
No 4

B. 1. Are you your own d irector of relig ious education?
Yes

40

No

3

2. Did you have training in this fie ld?

Yes

31

No

13

3. Do y ou as pastor and d irector visit the various classes?
Yes 25
No 16
4. Do you teach a class ?

Yes 3 0

No

13

5. Do you make re g ular a ppeara nces be fore the entire sunday
School or the depa rtments? Yes 31
No 10 ·
6. Do you \O rl<:: with the Sunday school superintendent or
council in the setti ng up of the curriculum a nd the sele ction of materials ? Yes 40 No 2
7. Do you have leader ship or teacher tra ining classes?
Yes 22
No 20

c.

1. Do you have a full ti me or paid director of rel ig ious
education? Yes 2
No 0
2. Do you assist in the setti ng u p of the curriculum a nd
t h e sele ctio n of the rnB.terials? Yes 2
No 0
3. Do you visit the cl a sses and g roup meeti ng s which are
tmder his c harge? Yes 1
No 1
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who usurps the rights of the Faculty, the boad of Christian
Education, the Christian education director and everything
else, ''Lock, stock and barreltt.

His vmy of telling; the·

pastor when I carne on the field was to quote to me what some
old preacher told h

long

o..

In substance it was"Dont

ever let a preacher

t his hands on

Sunday Schooln.

